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INTRODUCTION 17
The possible extraction of the Green's function through correlation of seismic noise 18 laboratory experiments (Weaver and Lobkis, 2001 ). Shapiro and Campillo demonstrated the
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We compared the correlations stack with and without local seismic events and we observed a 104 stable reconstruction of all the seismic phases. From this observation we consider our 105 processing procedure as sound and not significantly contaminated by quarry blasts and 106 seismic events. The signal to noise ratio of these high-frequency surface waves remains high out to the fullwith an apparent velocity of approximately 6 km/s, i.e. close to the expected apparent velocity 132 of the PmP phase, is observed on the acausal part of the RR component. Frequency-time 133 analysis shows that these two phases are non-dispersive over the frequency interval where 134 they can be observed, which is 0.5-2 Hz. We can therefore, at this stage, hypothesize that 135 these waves present in the noise correlations are body waves, and most likely SmS and PmP 136 waves. 137
A first verification of whether the high velocity signals on the correlations are 138 consistent with being body waves, we compare the noise correlations with earthquake data. 139
We use the acausal part of the correlation traces of which we use only the ones with a signal 140 to noise ratio higher than ten (in the body wave arrival windows). We choose a shallow local 141 event (M L =2.9) located beneath the northern part of the array ( fig. 1 ) and for which clear 142 signals are observed for the frequency band of interest (0.5-2 Hz). The earthquake data are 143 preprocessed identically of the continuous noise recordings, and the horizontal components 144 are rotated to obtain the radial and transverse components. 145 Figure 5 shows the seismic sections with the radial (5a, 5b) and vertical (5c, 5d) 146 components of the noise correlations (blue) and earthquake records (black). The distance axis The comparison with earthquake data seems to give further evidence that the observed 155 waves that arrive prior to the surface waves could indeed be body waves. Because the crustal 156 model of the area is well known, and as the crustal model only varies very moderately 157 beneath the study area, we can also directly compare the noise correlations with the numerical 158
Green's functions calculated using a 1-D Earth model. We base our velocity model (see table  159 1) on the interpretation of HUKKA seismic reflection profiles as presented by Janik et al. Richards, 1980). The result of this sum of differently polarized waves can be observed in the 210 synthetic seismograms as an inclined, elongated elliptic like polarization. Remarkably, the 211 polarization on the noise correlations is in very good agreement with the synthetics also for 212 these waves. This is a strong argument in favour of our interpretation of these waves as SmS. 213
CONCLUSION 214
The noise correlations from the northernmost part of the Baltic Shield are dominated 215 by fundamental mode Rayleigh and Love waves. In addition to these waves, we observe 216 coherent phases up to 500km inter-station distance which have an apparent velocity higher 217 than the one observed for the fundamental mode surface waves. The fast waves are relatively 218 high frequency (0.5-2Hz) and non-dispersive in that frequency range. 219
The comparison with earthquake records from a local event also showed the presence 220 of these waves, and synthetic seismograms were also in excellent agreement with the noise ZZ is the vertical-vertical correlation, ZR is the vertical radial correlation. Red line on the 398
PmP particle motion analysis shows the result of the linear regression of the ZZ and ZR 399 motion, the coefficient of linearity is 0.87 and the polarization angle is 52° to vertical. b) 400 particle motion analysis for synthetic seismograms calculated for the same distance between 401 the station KIF-LP51, ZVF is the vertical synthetic seismogram generated using a vertical 402 point source at the Earth surface, RVF is the radial synthetic seismogram generated using a 403 vertical point source at the Earth surface. The red line on the PmP particle motion analysis is 404 the linear regression of the ZVF and RVF motion, the coefficient of linearity is 0.99 and the 405 polarization angle is 56° to vertical. 406 407 Table 1 : Crustal model used to calculate the synthetics seismograms. Vp is the P 408 wave velocity, Vs is the S waves velocity, Qs is the P waves quality factor and Qs is the Swaves quality factor. 
